
Analysis Group at a Glance

We provide economics consulting services to top law firms, Fortune Global 500 companies, 

global health care corporations, and government agencies. Our work is grounded in the 

principles and practices of economic analysis – whether we are conducting quantitative 

assessments related to litigation or developing models for use in corporate strategic planning.

Excellence    /   Collaboration    /    Rigor

A collaborative team 
that works closely with 

a network of experts 
from leading academic 
institutions, industry, 

and government

Composed of 1,000+ 
professionals across 14 

offices

One of the largest 
economics consulting 

firms, with over 35 years 
of experience

An industry leader 
providing economic and 

financial analysis and 
consulting to a global 

client base



Our Work 

We have worked on thousands of cases across multiple 
industries for clients large (major consumer brands, 
technology companies, financial institutions, and 
health care firms) and small (entrepreneurial startups, 
artists, inventors). We have built a reputation for 
excellence by providing fact-based, objective 
interpretations of complex legal and business issues, 
and developing state-of-the-art analyses and insights 
for our clients.

Our consultants work closely with a network of 
distinguished academic authorities and specialized 
industry experts to translate economic theory into 
real-world legal and business practice. These include 
deans of top business schools, former Presidential 
advisers, and world-renowned authorities from industry 
and government. 

Our Culture

We are committed to delivering high  
quality in all that we do, and value work  

that is error-free and views that are  
backed up by data and facts.

Excellence & Rigor

Our most valuable asset is our people,  
so a central aspect of our culture is helping  

each other grow. We also believe in personal  
agency, where employees are in charge of  

their learning experiences. 

Development of Self & Others

We believe in tackling tough problems  
together; the people who do best here have  

strong interpersonal skills in conjunction  
with technical expertise. 

Collaboration

We believe good ideas can come from  
anyone. We also expect that people at all  
levels will speak up when something isn’t  

working, even if it is hard to do.

Trust & Respect



Your Career at Analysis Group

There is a defined career path at our firm (we also offer internship opportunities):

Advancement is based on merit, reflecting your contributions to case work and client and 

affiliate relationships. As your career evolves, you will have numerous opportunities to play 

ever-larger roles in the growth and management of the firm. At every stage, you will receive 

comprehensive feedback and mentoring.

Opportunity

We seek individuals with a demonstrated ability in economics, finance, accounting, health 

policy and outcomes, statistics, business strategy, and similar disciplines that emphasize 

expertise in quantitative and qualitative analysis. Our professionals are motivated by 

intellectual curiosity and a passion for solving complex business and litigation problems.

To learn more about about opportunities at Analysis Group visit: AnalysisGroup.com/careers/what-we-do

We are large enough to work on the  
high-profile cases behind tomorrow’s  

headlines, but small enough that each  
team member can contribute fully  

in engagements.

We are structured enough to provide  
individualized mentoring and development  

opportunities, yet flexible enough to give you 
 exposure to different practice areas.

We support our consultants and  
administrative staff across their tenure  
by offering a variety of formal learning  

programs, coaching, and mentoring.

We work hard, but we strive to maintain  
balance with life outside the office, including  
team sports, community-building activities,  

and employee-designed events. Case-related  
travel is minimal.
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President
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Apply
Visit the Careers section of our website (AnalysisGroup.com/careers) to learn more, read FAQs,  
and apply. We will contact you directly if your qualifications match our hiring needs. Please direct  
any questions to recruiter@analysisgroup.com.
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As an associate with Analysis Group, you will:

Q   Identify the central economic issues  
underlying specific client problems

Q   Develop the analytical frameworks to solve  
those problems

Q   Formulate economic and financial models

Q   Conduct empirical research

Q   Work closely with senior consultants, internal 
experts, and academic affiliates

Q   Participate in case team and client meetings

Our goal is to help associates develop into strong leaders with a comprehensive set of skills. Analysis 
Group offers formal training programs on a variety of topics at every stage of your career, as well as 
individual support through coaching and mentoring. Associates will typically have earned a Ph.D. or an 
M.B.A. We also hire associates with other graduate degrees plus relevant work experience.

As an analyst with Analysis Group, you will:

Q   Conduct market and company research

Q   Perform data analysis, including econometric 
estimation of models and implementation of  
financial models

Q   Develop computer programs using SAS,  
Stata, R, and other technologies

Q   Participate in case team meetings and 
discussions

Q   Perform qualitative research such as  
reviewing and summarizing analyst reports  
and client documents

We are invested in your professional development and growth, and provide multidimensional support for 
analysts who plan to apply to graduate school. After a few years with the firm, analysts often attend top 
M.B.A., J.D., Ph.D., or other masters programs. Many former analysts return to Analysis Group as 
associates after completing graduate programs. Some Analysts who already hold advance degrees 
progress to the associate level.


